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ABSTRACT
A network has a non-overlapping community structure if the
nodes of the network can be partitioned into disjoint sets
such that each node in a set is densely connected to other
nodes inside the set and sparsely connected to the nodes out-
side it. There are many metrics to validate the efficacy of
such a structure, such as clustering coefficient, betweenness,
centrality, modularity and like-mindedness. Many methods
have been proposed to optimize some of these metrics, but
none of these works well on the recently introduced metric
like-mindedness. To solve this problem, we propose a be-
havioral property based algorithm to identify communities
that optimize the like-mindedness metric and compare its
performance on this metric with other behavioral data based
methodologies as well as community detection methods that
rely only on structural data. We execute these algorithms
on real-life datasets of Filmtipset and Twitter and show that
our algorithm performs better than the existing algorithms
with respect to the like-mindedness metric.
Keywords
Community detection; Social networks; Modularity; Like-
mindedness
1. INTRODUCTION
Networks present a natural way of representing complex
systems having many components and inter-component re-
lationships. A network may represent a social, biological or
a technological system. Networks in real life display certain
properties such as the power law of degree distribution and
small world phenomenon. Another such property is the com-
munity structure, i.e., the presence of either overlapping or
non-overlapping groups of nodes having dense connections
internally. There are many algorithms in the literature for
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finding non-overlapping communities, e.g., the hierarchical
clustering algorithms [3, 4, 17, 15], Girvan-Newman algo-
rithm [14] and Louvain method [1] for modularity maxi-
mization. Most of these algorithms exploit the structural
properties of a network, such as the existence of an edge be-
tween two particular vertices. However, there can be many
behavioral properties associated with each node in a net-
work, such as purchasing habits in transactional data, and
in the context of our experiments, movie ratings or celebrity
following by the users in an online social network. Modani
et al. [12] recently presented a method to identify an over-
lapping community structure having high like-mindedness.
Even though this method works well in practice, it does not
give a theoretical upper bound on its worst-case running
time. Moreover, the efficacy of this method has not been
evaluated with respect to structural metrics like modularity.
In this paper, we present a new algorithm Like-mindedness
Maximization which achieves a high value of the goodness
metric like-mindedness in the non-overlapping community
structure it finds. We compare this algorithm with other ex-
isting behavioral and structural data based non-overlapping
community finding algorithms and show that it outperforms
all of these on this metric on Filmtipset and Twitter data
sets. Moreover, we modify an existing structural based al-
gorithm Louvain method and supplement it with behav-
ioral data in its input to compare its performance with our
algorithm on both metrics like-mindedness and modular-
ity. We observe that our algorithm achieves higher like-
mindedness than what is obtained after this modification of
Louvain method as well. We also observe that the modular-
ity achieved by our algorithm is not significantly lower than
what is obtained by the algorithms that only use structural
properties of a graph with the objective of modularity max-
imization. The worst-case running time of our algorithm is
O(|V |2 log |V |), which is slower than the best-known hierar-
chical clustering algorithms only by a factor of O(log |V |).
Definitions and Notations: At this point, let us intro-
duce the definitions and notations that we use in this paper.
A network is denoted by an undirected and unweighted (i.e.,
each edge having weight 1) graph G = (V,E) with vertex set
V = {1, 2, . . . , |V |}. Since the graph represents a social net-
work, we assume that the graph is sparse, i.e., |E| = O(|V |).
Each vertex v ∈ V is associated with a behavioral vector Xv
of dimension d. The behavioral vector and its dimension de-
pend on the particular dataset being used. For example, the
ratings given by a user on a movie rating website (with some
default rating being given to those movies he has not rated)
can be his behavioral vector, the dimension of which is the
number of movies available for rating. A similarity met-
ric sim(u, v) is a distance measure between the vectors Xu
and Xv representing the behavior of the vertices u, v ∈ V ,
respectively. Examples of such distance measures are co-
sine similarity, Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance and
squared Euclidean distance. Throughout this paper, we use
cosine similarity Xu·Xv
‖Xu‖‖Xv‖
as the distance measure.
Let C = {C1, C2, . . . , Ck} be a partition of V , each repre-
senting a set of vertices (community) in a community struc-
ture having k non-overlapping communities.
Modularity [14] is a well-known measure to capture the
notion that a good community structure should have denser
connections inside the communities, compared to the con-
nections in-between communities. The modularity Q(C) of
the set of communities C is defined asQ(C) =
∑k
i=1
(
ai − b
2
i
)
,
where ai is the fraction of |E| edges with both its vertices in
the same community Ci and bi is the fraction of |E| edges
with at least one vertex in community Ci.
Like-mindedness [12] is a recent measure to capture the
notion that members of a good community should share
similar type of interests. The like-mindedness L(C) of the
set of communities C is defined as the average of all intra-
community vertex pair similarities. In other words,
L(C) =
1∑
u,v∈V :u≤v
δ(u, v)
∑
u,v∈V :u≤v
sim(u, v) · δ(u, v)
, where the boolean function δ(u, v) is 1 if and only if there
exists a community Ci ∈ C such that u, v ∈ Ci.
2. STRUCTURE BASED CLUSTERING AL-
GORITHMS
In this section, let us briefly review the known struc-
tural property based clustering algorithms to detect non-
overlapping communities. These methods only take the struc-
tural data into account, while deciding the optimal commu-
nity structure for a given network. We evaluate these algo-
rithms against our proposed algorithm with respect to both
the metrics like-mindedness and modularity.
Algorithm 1: Girvan Newman Algorithm
Calculate edge betweenness for all edges in the
network.
while no edges remain do
Remove the edge with highest edge betweenness.
Recalculate edge betweenness for all edges affected
by the removal.
2.1 Girvan-Newman Algorithm
Girvan and Newman [8] proposed a top-down algorithm
in which they focused on edges that are the least central,
i.e., the edges belonging to E that are most “between” com-
munities. The edge betweenness of an edge e ∈ E is defined
as the sum of the weighted number (defined below) of short-
est paths passing through e. If there are k distinct shortest
paths between u and v for a pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , each
of the shortest paths connecting them is counted as 1/k. By
Algorithm 2: Louvain Method
Initialization: Assign each node to its own community.
while modularity is improved do
for each i ∈ V do
for each j ∈ neighbors(i) do
Calculate modularity gain by shifting i to
j’s community.
Place i in community for which gain is maximum.
progressively removing the edge e ∈ E having the highest
edge-betweenness among all edges at the time of its removal,
one is left with the communities as connected components of
the graph. The running time of this method is O(|V ||E|2),
i.e., O(|V |3) on a sparse graph.
2.2 Modularity Maximization
Given a graph, finding a partition that maximizes the
modularity is known to be an NP-hard problem [2]. As
a result, all practical algorithms for modularity maximiza-
tion employ some approximate optimization methods such
as greedy algorithm, simulated annealing or spectral opti-
mization. One such example is the Louvain method [1],
which is the most popular and fastest method for modu-
larity maximization. It is a greedy algorithm in which we
start with a community structure such that each node is its
own community. In each step, we identify if shifting a vertex
i to any of its neighbor’s community leads to an increase in
modularity. If there is such an increase, we place i in the
community for which the increase is maximum. The steps
are executed till there is no further improvement possible
by shifting any vertex to any of its neighbor’s communi-
ties. The running time of this method is estimated to be
O(|V | log |V |) on sparse graphs.
The method of using modularity maximization to identify
a community structure has a few drawbacks. First, it suffers
from resolution limit [6], i.e., as the network size increases,
the ability to identify smaller communities by this method
decreases. Secondly, there may be a huge number of parti-
tions, each very different from the others, having high but
similar modularity values, all close to the absolute maximum
[9].
2.3 Modified Louvain method
As mentioned before, both Girvan-Newman algorithm and
Louvain Method only use structural properties of a graph
while detecting communities. As a result, these algorithms
may not perform well with respect to the like-mindedness
metric. Motivated by this, we present a slightly modified
version of Louvain method in which behavioral data is used
in addition to structural data to identify communities.
We start with an identical copy G′ = (V,E′) of the graph
G = (V,E). In each iteration of the Louvain method, the
idea is to shift a node from its own community to another
community to gain modularity. After the shift of a node, the
community structure changes along with its like-mindedness.
At this point, there might be pairs of nodes /∈ E′ having
equal or higher similarity than the current like-mindedness
of the community structure. In the modified Louvain Method
that we propose, we add each such pair to E′ as additional
edges. The intuition behind such addition of pairs to E′ is to
increase the like-mindedness of the community structure in
Algorithm 3: Modified Louvain method
Initialization: Assign each node to its own community.
while modularity w.r.t. G′ is improved do
for each i ∈ V ′ do
for each j ∈ neighbors(i) in G′ do
Calculate modularity gain w.r.t. G′ by
shifting i to j’s community.
Place i in community for which gain is maximum.
Identify pairs of vertices /∈ E′ having similarity
greater than or equal to the like-mindedness of the
current set of communities; add such pairs to E′.
Table 1: Summary of linkage criteria commonly
used by hierarchical clustering algorithms to decide
whether to merge two communities X and Y
Linkage criteria Formula
Single linkage min{sim(u, v) : u ∈ X, v ∈ Y }
Average linkage 1
|X||Y |
∑
u∈X
∑
v∈Y sim(u, v)
Complete linkage max{sim(u, v) : u ∈ X, v ∈ Y }
the future iterations since such additional edges are likely to
help the placement of a node to a community having similar
nodes. However, it can be noted that the inclusion of such
additional edges might lead to a drop in modularity of the
set of communities with respect to the given network G.
3. OUR ALGORITHM: LIKE-MINDEDNESS
MAXIMIZATION
In this section, we present our algorithm to optimize like-
mindedness. Our algorithm is a bottom-up hierarchical clus-
tering approach in which one starts with having each vertex
belonging to V as its own community. In each subsequent
step, pairs of communities are merged till there is only one
cluster left. The pair of communities that gives the mini-
mum value of a pre-defined linkage criterion (defined below)
is selected for being merged in each step. In this agglom-
erative approach, we get a hierarchy of communities, often
visualized as a dendrogram.
There are a variety of hierarchical clustering algorithms
[15], [4], [3], [17] depending on two parameters: a similarity
metric between each pair of vertices and a linkage criterion.
As mentioned before, we use cosine similarity as the simi-
larity metric in this paper. The linkage-criterion defines the
similarity between a pair of communities A and B as a func-
tion of the pair-wise similarities of the members of the com-
munities. In Table 1, the three linkage criteria commonly
used by hierarchical clustering algorithms are summarized.
Note that each of these requires O(|V |2) time to produce the
complete hierarchy of communities. In the following para-
graph, we give a new linkage criterion to determine the pair
of communities to be merged at any step.
Algorithm 4: Like-mindedness Maximization (LMM)
Initialization: Assign each node to its own community.
while there is more than one community do
Merge the pair of communities {Ci, Cj} having the
highest score S(Ci, Cj).
We observe from the dendograms (not shown here due
to space constraints) of hierarchical clustering algorithms
that an algorithm produces higher like-mindedness if small
clusters are merged in the early iterations in order to avoid
the creation of large heterogeneous communities. Motivated
by this fact, we design an algorithm in which we discour-
age the merging of two large communities at every itera-
tion. At every iteration, we identify the pair of communities
{Ci, Cj} with the highest score S(Ci, Cj) =
1
max{|Ci|,|Cj |}
+
1
|Ci||Cj |
∑
u∈Ci,v∈Cj
sim(u, v). The left term is used to dis-
courage the merging of two large communities, and the right
term accounts for the average like-mindedness of the inter-
community pairs from {Ci, Cj}. A high value of the right
term ensures that the like-mindedness of the set of communi-
ties after merging is high, since
∑
u∈Ci,v∈Cj
sim(u, v) is the
sum of the similarities of |Ci||Cj | pairs of inter-community
vertices belonging to Ci and Cj .
To implement the algorithm, we index each community by
its smallest numbered node and maintain a |V |× |V | matrix
M that stores the pointers to the scores S(Ci, Cj) of the
respective pairs of communities {Ci, Cj}. To begin with, a
max-heap H with O(|V |2) nodes is created in O(|V |2) time
to store the scores. When the pair of communities {Ci, Cj}
with the highest score has been identified from the heap
and merged into Ck, we need to update the heap entries
corresponding to {Ci, Ck} for all i 6= k and {Cj , Ck} for
all j 6= k. The update operation in a node requires the
respective score to be recalculated, which takes a total of
O(|V |2) time over all iterations due to the fact that the
similarity of a pair of vertices is used for the score calculation
only when they belong to two different communities being
merged. Since pairs of communities are merged in O(|V |)
iterations, each of which requires O(|V |) update operations
in a max-heap requiring O(log |V |) time per operation, the
running time of the algorithm is O(|V |2 log |V | + |V |2) =
O(|V |2 log |V |).
4. DATASET & EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 Filmtipset
Filmtipset is Sweden’s largest movie rating website, in
which a user has the option to rate a movie on a scale of
1 to 5. Apart from this, there is a social network element of
the website where a user can follow another user in the net-
work. We have 86, 725 such following relationships between
the users. We designate two users u, v ∈ V as friends if u is
following v, and vice-versa.
To use the dataset in our experiments, we apply a couple
of filters. The first filter is applied on the number of times a
movie has been rated. Some movies are popular since they
are rated by many. We focus on the unpopular movies as
an indication of the behavior of a user in this network, since
a user is likely to know about an unpopular movie from the
activities of his friends on filmtipset. We also observe that
removing the most popular movies from being considered re-
sults in a higher ratio of the average similarity (w.r.t. rating
vectors defined below) of the pairs of friends to the average
similarity of the non-friend pairs. We denote this ratio for a
graph G as its homophily ratio H(G).
Table 3: Properties of Filmtipset dataset
Parameter Unfiltered Filtered Filtered
Network Network 1 Network 2
Number of nodes 91530 4305 983
Number of isolated nodes 61211 168 152
Edge count (friendships) 56387 10940 1807
Avg. clustering coefficient 0.467 0.434 0.338
Avg. degree 1.232 5.082 3.676
Diameter 20 18 16
Avg. path length 7.508 5.796 4.817
Size of giant component 29.54% 90.77% 72.94%
Homophily ratio Not calculated 26.44 62.07
Table 4: Properties of Twitter dataset
Parameter Unfiltered Network Filtered Network 1
Number of Nodes 40096646 5013
Zero degree Nodes 17522652 1
Edge count 232157703 1636971
Avg. degree 11.5799 653.09
Avg. Clustering coefficient Not Calculated 0.2063612
Diameter 18 [10] 4
Avg. path length 4.12 [10] 1.874073
Size of giant component Not Calculated 5012
Homophily ratio Not Calculated 1.18
H(G) =
∑
u,v∈V :(u,v)∈E
sim(u,v)
|E|
∑
u,v∈V :(u,v)/∈E
sim(u,v)
(|V |2 )−|E|
It can be noted that aiming for too high a homophily ratio
reduces the number of movies a lot. Since the number of
movies left is used for filtering out inactive users (see below),
a high homophily ratio implies a reduction in the number
of active users as well. Therefore, we remove movies that
are rated at least 50 times in filter 1 since it ensures a large
number of movies left after filtering. To see the results of
our experiments on networks having high homophily ratio,
we remove movies that are rated at least 5 times in filter 2.
For each of the movie filters 1 and 2, we define a user fil-
tering criterion as follows. For movie filter 1 (filter 2), we
say a user to be active if he rates at least 5 movies among
the movies left after removing all movies rated more than
50 (5, respectively) times. A user is called social if he has
at least 5 friends in the network. For each of movie filter 1
and 2, we create an induced subgraph such that each user in
this subgraph is active and social. Here, it is worth remind-
ing that movie filtering is always done before user filtering.
In Table 3, we summarize the properties of these datasets,
which we would denote by Filmtipset Filtered Networks 1
and 2 from now onwards. We also note that the Unfiltered
Network as well as the Filtered Networks follow a power law
degree distribution.
For either of Filmtipset Filtered Network 1 and 2, we con-
sider the movies in an order and each user u is assigned
a rating vector Ru, each entry of which is either the rating
given by him to that particular movie or 0 if he has not rated
it. We also create another (un)interested vector Su for each
user u, each entry of which is 1 or 0 depending on whether
a user has rated that movie or not, respectively. In order to
implement the behavioral property based community find-
ing algorithms, either Ru or Su is used as the behavioral
vector Xu of u ∈ V .
4.2 Twitter
Table 5: Highest Modularity achieved by an algo-
rithm
Fimltipset LMMS LMMR GN SS AS CS
Filtered Network 1 0.107 0.118 0.738 0.101 0.176 0.111
Filtered Network 2 0.111 0.154 0.627 0.143 0.196 0.115
Filmtipset SR AR CR LS MLS MLR
Filtered Network 1 0.082 0.162 0.099 0.762 0.582 0.593
Filtered Network 2 0.141 0.204 0.1 0.676 0.614 0.611
Twitter A C S LMM L ML
Filtered Network 0.095 0.107 0.004 0.078 0.182 0.147
Table 6: Symbols used in Figure 1, and Tables 5 and
2
Symbol Full form
LMM/LMMS LMM Algorithm using (un)interested vector
LMMR LMM Algorithm using rating vector
L Louvain method
ML/MLS Modified Louvain method using (un)interested vector
MLR Modified Louvain method using rating vector
GN Girvan-Newman algorithm
S/SS Single-linkage Clustering using (un)interested vector
A/AS Average-linkage Clustering using (un)interested vector
C/CS Complete-linkage Clustering using (un)interested vector
SR Single-linkage Clustering using rating vector
AR Average-linkage Clustering using rating vector
CR Complete-linkage Clustering using rating vector
Twitter is one of world’s largest micro-blogging website,
in which a user has an option to follow another user. We
use the publicly available dataset [10] which has the data
of about 40 million users. All the people having more than
10, 000 followers are designated as celebrities.
For our experiments, we create a friendship graph called
Twitter Filtered Network of the non-celebrity users who
have at least 5000 non-celebrity friends. In Table 4, we sum-
marize the dataset. We also note that the Twitter Filtered
Network follows a power law degree distribution.
As before, two users u and v are said to be friends if u
is following v, and vice-versa. We create a 0/1 vector Fu
(the i-th entry of which corresponds to the i-th celebrity)
for each user u ∈ V and use it as his behavioral vector Xv.
The entry in i-th position of Fu for u is 1 or 0 depending on
whether u is following the i-th celebrity or not, respectively.
5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We execute the Girvan-Newman algorithm, Louvain method,
the single-linkage, average-linkage and complete linkage based
hierarchical clustering algorithms, LMM and Modified Lou-
vain methods on Filmtipset Filtered Networks 1 and 2. Among
these, the Girvan-Newman algorithm and the Louvain method
use only the edges of the networks. The remaining algo-
rithms are executed using the rating and the (un)interested
vectors separately. On Twitter Filtered Network, we execute
all the algorithms mentioned above, except Girvan-Newman
since the running time of this algorithm is too high on such
a large graph. Note that the Louvain and the Modified Lou-
vain methods terminate when a certain number of communi-
ties corresponding to the approximately highest modularity
score is identified. All other algorithms used in this paper
produce an hierarchy of communities, starting with |V | com-
munities and ending when there is only one community left,
or vice-versa.
In Figure 1, the like-mindedness and modularity scores
achieved by different algorithms are compared by plotting
their values against |C|, the number of communities iden-
Table 2: Comparison of running time on sparse graphs (graphs in which |E| = O(|V |))
LMM S [15] A [13] C [4] GN L (estimated) ML (estimated)
O(|V |2 log |V |) O(|V |2) O(|V |2) O(|V |2) O(|V |3) O(|V | log |V |) O(|V |2 log |V |)
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Figure 1: Comparison of modularity (top row) and like-mindedness (bottom row) scores on Filmtipset Filtered
Networks 1 (left) and 2 (middle), and Twitter Filtered Network (right)
tified. In Table 5, we tabulate the maximum modularity
achieved by the algorithms on all 3 datasets. In Table 2, we
summarize the running time of the algorithms considered in
this paper. The notations we have used in these Figures and
Tables are explained in Table 6.
The key observation from these figures and tables is that
our algorithm Like-mindedness Maximization outperforms
all other algorithms (even Modified Louvain method) on
Like-mindedness metric. We also observe from Table 5 that
it does not perform that well to obtain a community struc-
ture with high modularity. However, when the number of
identified communities is large, we observe from Figure 1
that our algorithm obtains a community structure with com-
parable (to other algorithms) modularity. The running time
of our algorithm is O(|V |2 log |V |), which is much faster than
the Girvan-Newman algorithm but slightly slower than other
hierarchical clustering algorithms. We also note that the
actual ratings (not just the data about whether a user has
rated a movie or not) given by Filmtipset users does not give
any significant advantage to the performance of the commu-
nity detection algorithms. This is due to the fact that the
similarity matrices of rating and (un)interested vectors of
the user pairs are quite similar, e.g., having a cosine similar-
ity of 0.9420 and 0.9062 for Filmtipset Filtered Network 1
and 2, respectively. Another interesting observation is that
all the algorithms obtain higher like-mindedness and modu-
larity scores in Filmtipset Filtered Network 2 compared to
Network 1, due to it having higher homophily ratio.
Let us conclude the paper with a few remarks on the po-
tential applications of this work. Leskovek et al. [5] showed
that community finding is important in the context of vi-
ral marketing, in which a small group of users are targeted
to promote a product in a community. Since the com-
munity structure identified by our algorithm has high like-
mindedness, it is likely that viral marketing would be more
successful among such like-minded groups of people. Also,
the non-overlapping communities identified by our algorithm
can be used as the core community structure in a network to
create overlapping communities by adding additional nodes
to each community. One drawback of our algorithm is its
running time that is not suitable for very large networks.
However, it can be used to identify the like-minded commu-
nity structure among the most active and social users of a
network, the size of which may not be very large. Finally, it
is an interesting open problem to design an algorithm that
optimizes both the metrics modularity and like-mindedness
of the identified community structure.
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